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Native Americana

We did not think of the great open plains, the beautiful rolling hills and the winding streams with tangled growth, as 
‘wild.’ Only to the white man was nature a ‘wilderness’ and only to him was the land ‘infested’ with ‘wild’ animals 

and ‘savage’ people. To us it was tame. Earth was bountiful and we were surrounded with the blessings of the Great 
Mystery. –Chief Standing Bear of the Lakotas

Welcome to Walnut Street Paper's first e-list of 2022! Here, we offer 20 items related to Native Americans, from
original photographs to children's books to pamphlets, ranging from $35 to $3000. A little something for everyone!

 
Feel free to contact us with any questions or to request additional photographs. To purchase or reserve, please

contact us directly at info@walnutstreetpaper.com, call us at 646-509-9744, or visit our website,
www.walnutstreetpaper.com.

Thanks for looking! - Alexis & George Sirrakos

American Indian Defense Association, Inc. American Indian Life: Bulletin No. 21. The Indian Bureau, The 
Indians and President Roosevelt. 

$100

Washington [D.C.]: American Indian Defense Association, January 1933. 19x13.5cm: 34pp. Publisher’s stapled 
cream-colored heavy stock wrappers. Interior clean and free of markings. Fine. 

This pamphlet contains several short articles about the state of Indian affairs, but more importantly it describes the 
American Indian Defense Association’s beliefs surrounding “the opportunity and duty of the new administration.” 
Put out shortly before Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s inauguration, this pamphlet elicits hope in the new 
administration to aid with Indian affairs. “Of President-Elect Roosevelt’s thousand tasks, the Indian task is but one. 
Yet for the Indians, his inauguration will be truly a moment of destiny... For more than two-thirds of the Indians, the 
incoming administration is actually and literally the last chance.” The articles contain commentary and 
recommendations on the Indian Bureau’s spending (or overspending), the Allotment system and its abuse of Indian 
peoples, cultures and loss of land, the employment of Indians into the Bureau itself, and The Washington 
Conference on Indian Civil Rights, among other topics. A very important snapshot of American Indian affairs that 
led to FDR’s Indian Reorganization Act of 1934. 

American Indian Life was started by John Collier, the then Executive Secretary for the American Indian Defense 
Association, as a publicity crusade that showed the juxtaposition of America’s prosperity during the 1920’s with the 
poverty and destruction of the Indian People. FDR appointed Collier as the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 
1933, where he served for 12 years and was instrumental in crafting the Indian Reorganization Act.  

BARTLETT, S. C. [Samuel Colcord]. Historical Sketch of the Missions of the American Board Among the 
North American Indians.

$175

Boston: The Board [American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mission], 1878 [first published in 1876]. 
19.3x12cm: 47pp. + 1 map. Printed wrappers. Toning along wrapper and page edges. Creasing to corners of front 
wrapper and top right of pages. Some splitting to head and tail of spine edge, but binding holding tight. Damp 
staining to rear wrapper, bleeding into the margins of the last ten pages, not impacting text. Otherwise, pages clean. 
Old price and small notation in pencil at top right corner of front wrapper. Very Good. Scarce with this being the 
only copy available in the trade as of February 2022).

Reading much like a narrative ethnography, this piece describes the work done by missions sanctioned by the 
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mission. It presents the North American Indian as a docile people 
who, for the most part, welcomed missionaries. Within the text, successes and challenges abound! About half of the 
text is dedicated to mission work with the Sioux, or Dakota, who in 1835 were one of the most powerful tribes in 
North America. The pamphlet ends with a broad summary of the mission’s successes during the first half of the 
19th century with tribes including the Cherokees, the Senecas, the Ojibways, among many others.

BOOTH, Curtis G. Three Volume Set of Field Notes on Native American Languages with Master's Thesis.

$1050

Three volume set of field notes taken by Curtis G. Booth while conducting research on Native American languages. 
The manuscript notes are taken in matching hardcover lined journals measuring 24.5x20cm with 300 pages each. 
The notes date to the 1970s. Maroon boards with gilt ruling on front cover and spine. All are in Better than Very 
Good condition with only slight edge wear to boards and mild soiling. Small closed tear to rear joint of one volume. 
All have tight binding and text blocks with edges dyed green. Notes are all written in pen and generally easy to 
read. All volumes have Booth's name stamped on first page. The volumes are accompanied by a copy of Booth's 
Master’s Thesis, submitted to the Department of Languages at the University of Utah in June 1972. Red cloth 
boards with white lettering on cover and spine. Near Fine with only slight rubbing to boards.

Curtis G. Booth (1945-2020) was born and raised in Utah. He attended the University of Utah, where he completed 
a B.S. in Linguistics in 1970. He then undertook graduate field research into the Shoshoni language in Fallon and 
Owyhee, Nevada. The first volume of this set of notes contains what Booth called "A Shoshoni Miscellany" with 
notes from his time in Nevada. It also includes smaller sections with notes on the Hopi and Mojave languages. A bit 
over two-thirds of this volume is filled with Booth’s field notes. The included thesis titled "A Shoshoni Primer" 
almost certainly drew on these notes. 

In 1972, having completed his Master’s degree, Curtis enrolled in a doctoral program in linguistics at the University 
of California, San Diego. While there, Curtis did extensive field research into the Kawaiisu language, which 
culminated in a co-authored book focused on Kawaiisu grammar and texts and included a dictionary documenting 
the language. The book, Kawaiisu: A Grammar and Dictionary with Texts, acknowledges Booth’s contributions 
based on his work with Lida Girado of Tehachapi. The other two volumes of this set of field notes contain Booth's 
notes on Kawaiisu. Among his notes, he makes explicit mention of ‘Lida Tehachapi’, thus we can be quite certain 
that these two volumes were significant to the book’s publication. The first volume on Kawaiisu is nearly full of 
Booth’s notes. However, the second volume on Kawaiisu is only about one-third full.

A fascinating set of field research notes for anyone interested in linguistics or Native American languages. 

BRATT, John. Trails of Yesterday. Association Copy.

$390

Lincoln, Nebraska: The University Publishing Company, 1921. 23x15.5cm: 302pp. First Edition. Blue cloth boards 
with gilt titling and illustrations to spine and front board. Contains over 50 black and white illustrations or photos, 
including a frontispiece of John Bratt with an intact tissue guard. Fervently used with bumping and fraying to 
corners and edges, splitting along the front joint, old tape reinforcing the front hinge, several small page tears (not 
affecting the type), rubbing to boards, and sporadic staining. Front board and spine label detached from text block. 
Contemporary bookplate belonging to Delya D. Bell on front pastedown. Several pieces of ephemeral items laid 
in. Charmingly Good.

This particular copy was lovingly used by author Harry E. Chrisman as, we suppose, research for his books. 
Chrisman, primarily known for writing about the American West, was born in the early 20th century on a ranch the 
county over from Bratt’s own in North Platte, Nebraska. The endpapers and text margins are filled with his many 
handwritten notes, marked pages, quotes, and questions and serves as an excellent example of his extensive 
research process. Inside is a handwritten quote by Chrisman stating, “John Bratt’s autobiography reminds me of the 
saying ‘When beggars are mounted they ride their horses to death.’ - H.E.C.” Within the book, one will find even 
more handwritten notations and markings, adding extra information, along with names and places to research 
further. Laid in is a newspaper article about Schyler Colfax, a pamphlet from the Denver Public Library stapled 
with hand-written notes listing several biographies, an artist card, and sheet advertising a Buffalo Bill exhibit. The 
most interesting of all is the typed correspondence to Chrisman (from R.C. Conroy) in response to his inquiries 
about Bratt’s Range. Included with the letter is a loose hand-drawn map of the land that Bratt “claimed in 1886, 
outline made by his cowboys years later, when he was at the height of operations with around 40,000 cattle.” The 
letter also references Buffalo Bill Cody’s ranch, North & Cody, purchased by Bratt in 1880. 

John Bratt’s posthumously published autobiography is considered an important historical account of life as a cattle 
rancher in the American West during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, including personal encounters with 
Native Americans. He writes about his many interactions with the “Indians” throughout his time, making mention 
of raids and attacks, negotiations that occurred for sharing land, specific tribes they befriended like the Pawnee, and 
even adding a historical excerpt of Red Cloud’s life written by Albert Payson Turhane. 

Five Items from Edward S. Curtis

Edward Sheriff Curtis, photographer and ethnologist, was best known for his photographs and documentation of the 
North American Indian during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Curtis worked for 30 years to complete The 

North American Indian, a 20-volume study of over 100 tribes with over 2,000 photographs. This extensive 
endeavor was dubbed by the New York Times to be “the most ambitious enterprise in publishing since the 

production of the King James Bible.” Over the years, there has been some controversy about his photographs being 
staged; using wigs or dress that were not generally used during the period and even taking out modern objects like 
clocks to show more historical renderings. The Smithsonian Magazine recognizes this and states “The photographs 
of Edward Curtis represent ideals and imagery designed to create a timeless vision of Native American culture at a 

time when modern amenities and American expansion had already irrevocably altered the Indian way of life.” 
Curtis must have felt as though he were racing against time to respectfully preserve and record the traditions for 

future generations before they vanished. 

CURTIS, Edward S. Original Signed Photograph. [Red Horned Bull] Sioux, Shot in Face.

$3,000

Original platinum print photograph, signed by Curtis in ink to lower right corner. Seattle: The Curtis Studio, 1905. 
Photograph measures 19.5x14.7cm. Mounted on brown paper with deckled edges, 34x25cm. Bottom left corner of 
photograph has a blind stamp stating Copyrighted 1905/ By E.S. Curtis along with a blind stamp on the mount 
stating The Curtis Studio Seattle. Written in pencil on the verso is Sioux, Shot in Face. Fine. 

During our research, we were unable to locate a copper plate created for this gorgeous photograph and therefore can 
strongly assume that it was not published in The North American Indian or its associated portfolios. In our opinion, 
that makes this photograph all the more rare and desirable. 

Most recently, this photograph was part of a collection owned by photographer and collector Jay Stock. Stock also 
photographed North American Indians throughout his 60-year career and, although he passed in 2019, recently had 
an exhibit at the Oglebay Institute’s Stifel Fine Arts Center called “Visions of Our Native American Heritage”.

CURTIS, Edward S. Original Signed Photograph. Spirit of the Past - Apsaroke.

$2,250

Original platinum print photograph, signed by Curtis in ink to lower right corner. Seattle: The Curtis Studio, 1908. 
Photograph measures 19x13.3cm. Mounted on brown paper with deckled edges, 34x25cm. Bottom left corner of 
photograph has a blind stamp stating © E.S. Curtis/Seattle. Written in pencil on the verso is Spirit of the Past - 
Crow. Fine. 

Originally labeled as The Spirit of the Past - Apsaroke, this photograph is found in Portfolio IV of The North 
American Indian, Plate 122. TASCHEN states, “A particularly striking group of old-time warriors, conveying so 
much of the feeling of the early days of the chase and the war-path that the picture seems to reflect in an unusual 
degree the spirit of the past.” (The North American Indian Complete Portfolios)

This beautiful photograph was originally part of a collection owned by photographer and collector Jay Stock. Stock 
also photographed North American Indians throughout his 60-year career and, although he passed in 2019, recently 
had an exhibit at the Oglebay Institute’s Stifel Fine Arts Center called “Visions of Our Native American Heritage”. 

CURTIS, Edward S. Photogravure. Deserted Lodge - Yakima.

$250

Photogravure printed on Holland Van Gelder paper, 31.7x24.1cm (12.5x9.5in), with image size of 18.7x13.6cm 
(7.4x5.4in). Mat size is 35.5x33cm (14x13in). The name, Deserted Lodge - Yakima, is printed to the bottom left of 
image and From Copyright Photograph 1910 by E.S. Curtis, centered just below the image. The Van Gelder paper 
has a few small tears to the bottom edge, likely remnants from being disbound from a larger volume, and a couple 
of offset tape stains to edges, all hidden by the mat. Slight wave to photogravure. Mat has lightly bumped corners. 
This image can be found in Volume 7, facing page 26 of The North American Indian. Photogravure in Near Fine 
condition.

The Yakama tribe lives in Central Washington between the Cascade Mountains and the Columbia River. These tule-
mat lodges were used when the tribe moved from the lowlands to the mountains during the summer months. An 
evocative image full of history!

CURTIS, Edward S. Photogravure. Sun Dance in Progress - Cheyenne.

$325

Photogravure printed on India Proof (rice tissue) paper, 20.3x16.8cm (8x6.6in), and mounted on Holland Van 
Gelder paper, 31.7x24.1cm (12.5x9.5in). Image size is 18.4x14cm (7.25x5.5in). Mat size is 35.3x30.2cm (14x12in). 
The name, Sun Dance in Progress - Cheyenne, is printed to the bottom left of image and From Copyright 
Photograph 1911 by E.S. Curtis, centered just below the image. The Van Gelder paper has a few small tears to the 
bottom edge, likely remnants from being disbound from a larger volume, and a couple of offset tape stains, all 
hidden by the mat. This image can be found in Volume 6, page 128 of The North American Indian. Curtis’ 
photogravures on rice tissue paper are among some of the rarest and most sought after. Photogravure in Fine 
condition, just pop the mat in a frame and voila! 

In The North American Indian, Curtis states, “The most important religious and devotional observance of the 
Cheyenne was the Sun Dance, which, as given by them, was in its broadest principles similar to the sun ceremony 
of the many other prairie tribes.” The Sun Dance was one of the ceremonies that was suppressed in the late 1800s 
by the U.S. government and therefore the ceremonies had to be done in secret until the American Indian Religious 
Freedom Act in 1978. A beautiful image!

CURTIS, Edward S. Portraits from North American Indian Life. 

$250

New York: Outerbridge & Lazard, Inc., 1972. 46x37.2cm: xvi, 176pp. First Edition. Published in Association with 
the American Museum of Natural History. Introductions by A. D. Coleman & T. C. McLuhan. Contains a selection 
of 175 photographs from portfolios of The North American Indian published as full page plates. The preliminaries 
consist of both introductions and a legend that contains each photograph’s title followed by a description taken from 
Curtis’s field notes or volumes. Quarter bound in black cloth over photo-illustrated paper boards. Gilt titling to 
black cloth on front and spine. Cloth fraying at the spine ends and along edges. The black is beginning to fade and 
has a faint ring stain. Gilt is also fading to the cloth on the cover, but not on the spine. Light wear to edges. Shaken 
binding. There is a 3cm black stain affecting the top edge near the hinge on the front endpaper through vii of the 
preliminaries. Creases to the front free endpaper. All plates are present and clean. Very Good. 

This is an oversized item and will require additional postage. 

DALGLIESH, Alice. The Courage of Sarah Noble. 

$40

New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1954. 21x15.5cm: 55pp. First Edition. Beautifully illustrated in color by 
Leonard Weisgard. This being the publisher’s office copy with a large label stating such on the front board and the 
publisher's library pocket pasted inside of the front board. Cream colored cloth boards with red illustration on front. 
Spine sunned with a bit of fraying at the head. Boards moderately toned and soiled. Slight toning along page edges. 
Lacking original dust jacket. Small remnant of the dust jacket along with glue residue on rear pastedown. Good.

The Courage of Sarah Noble was a 1955 Newbery Honor book and tells the story of a young girl who travels with 
her father into Connecticut during the early 18th century, and her experiences with the ‘Indians’. Like many stories 
written during that time, the book is often criticized for its portrayal of Native Americans. 

[DODGE, Chester L., illustrated by] The Trot-Moc Book of Indian Fairy Tales: Five Interesting Legends and 
Myths of the American Indian – Together with Five Illustrations Done in Color. 

$50

Hudson, Mass.: Ashby-Crawford Co., n.d. (c. 1920s). 17.7x13.2cm: 19pp. Stapled tan wrappers with titling and 
illustration printed in green, black, and orange. Copyright page and rear wrapper contain a store stamp from Lake 
Placid, N.Y., presumably a location selling Trot-Moc shoes. Five vibrant color illustrations each outlined in a 
decorative border with several more line illustrations scattered throughout. Wrapper is toned with a few small damp 
stains, light scuffing, and some creasing to corners. Some wear along spine edge with small tear at the tail. Light 
pencil underlining on some pages, otherwise clean. Better than Very Good.

Trot-Moc was a registered leather hiking shoe company based in Hudson, Massachusetts, which used a Native 
American lacrosse player as their logo with the phrase “Back to Nature Shoe”. In the Foreword it states that the 
“Indians of our own America have perhaps a greater store of legends and folk lore than all of the European 
countries put together.” Beautiful illustrations and short stories taken from several different tribe’s legends 
including How The Moose Was Made Small and How the Woodpecker Came to Have a Red Crest. 

GOBLE, Paul. Dream Wolf. Signed by the Author.

$50

New York: Bradbury Press, 1990. 26.5x21cm: unpaginated [29pp]. Signed First American Edition. Bound in 
quarter yellow cloth over orange paper with a blind stamp of a wolf paw on the front board. Black titling to the 
spine. Illustrated dust jacket with affixed sticker indicating a signed copy. Signature on title page directly below 
author/illustrator's name. Fine in a Fine dust jacket. 

Paul Goble is known for his retellings and beautiful illustrations of Native American myths and legends. Originally 
published in 1974 as The Friendly Wolf, Goble rewrote the text and created new illustrations for the dustjacket. The 
story is about two children who wander off, get lost, and are then saved by a benevolent wolf who guides them 
safely home. Based on the many legends of wolves saving people, Goble describes the beautiful relationship 
between the Plains Indians and wolves: For centuries Indian people relied upon their dogs to help them. This close 
relationship extended to the wolves. We, too, love our dogs, and yet we seem unable to see the same expression in 
the faces of wolves. We have driven them from nearly every part of North America, and where they still live they are 
fearful of us. Where the wolf no longer roams he is missed by everything in nature. We feel his loss; Creation is 
incomplete. 



GOBLE, Paul. Remaking the Earth. Signed by the Author. 

$75

New York: Orchard Books, 1996. Signed First Edition. 28.5x24cm: unpaginated [27pp]. Blue cloth boards with 
embossed little black coot illustration to the lower right corner and silver titling to spine. Illustrated dust jacket with 
affixed sticker indicating a signed copy. Signature on title page directly below author/illustrator's name. Very 
slightly cocked with a small bump on the head of the spine. Near Fine in a Fine dust jacket. 

Paul Goble is known for his retellings and beautiful illustrations of Native American myths and legends. This story 
is based on the Algonquin “Earth Diver” Creation myth in which a “little black coot” dives deep to get mud for the 
Earth Maker to place on Grandmother Turtle's shell. Thus beginning the Earth Maker’s creation of all areas of land 
and all of the creatures that live on it. A beautiful telling of the cycle of Creation. Goble won the Caldecott Medal in 
1978 for The Girl Who Loved Wild Horses, one of our family's personal favorites. 

KABOTIE, Fred. Designs from the Ancient Mimbreños with a Hopi Interpretation.

$85

Flagstaff, AZ: Northland Press, 1982. 33.7x28.5cm: xiv, 80pp. Second Edition, the first having been published in 
1949 in an edition of only 250 copies. Except for minor modifications, the original preface, introduction, and 
interpretations have not been altered. Cream paper-covered boards featuring a Mimbreños design quarter-bound in 
brown cloth with gilt lettering on spine. Brown endpapers, each bearing the design appearing on the boards. Light 
soiling to boards, a bit heavier on the rear, with a 15cm scratch across the bottom of the front board. Internally clean 
and binding tight. Better than Very Good.

A lovely book filled with striking designs and thoughtful insights by one of the 20th century’s most influential 
Native American artists. The book includes 40 designs in brown, black, or a combination of the two, derived from 
Mimbres pottery. Each design is accompanied by text where the author / artist offers his interpretation of the design 
in relation to Hopi culture and traditions. The Mimbreños were a people who occupied the Mimbres region of 
southwestern New Mexico, having departed the area sometime during the 14th century for unknown reasons, but 
leaving behind numerous examples of extraordinary pottery.  

KESEY, Ken. The Sea Lion: A Story of the Sea Cliff People. Signed Kesey Bookplate.

$65

New York: Viking Penguin, 1991. 26x19cm: 48pp. First Edition, First Printing with full number line. Illustrations 
by Neil Waldman. Signed Kesey bookplate in red marker laid in. Blue paper-covered boards quarter-bound in 
cream cloth with copper design stamped on front board and copper lettering on the spine. Beautifully illustrated 
dust jacket. Front board very slightly raised. Fine in a Fine dust jacket.

In this children’s folktale, Kesey, author of One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, draws upon themes from the oral 
tradition of the Pacific Northwest Indians to weave a powerful story that “captures the harshness and haunting 
beauty of life by the sea, as well as the intricate connections between man and nature, in life and in legend.” (from 
the dust jacket flap)

KIDDER, D. P. [Daniel Parish]. The Indians and their Missionary.

$275

New York: Lane and Scott, for the Sunday-School Union of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 200 Mulberry-street, 
1851. 11x7.2cm: 16pp. Revised by D. P. Kidder. Later Printing. Printed pictorial yellow wrappers, with 
advertisement of publisher’s other books on rear wrapper. Some creasing to wrapper and page corners. Light wear 
and soiling. Some spotting to wrappers and occasional spotting to pages. Minor loss to spine edge. Binding tight 
with all pages intact. Light pencil gift inscription dated 1862 on front wrapper. Very Good.

A Sunday-school account of the life and work of David Zeisberger, the Moravian missionary who worked and lived 
among various Native American tribes from the mid-18th century onward. Zeisberger proudly describes his 
missionary work “among the heathens...where only evil passions thrive, and crime and cruelty abound. He has to 
work hard among ignorant people.” An interesting read of how Native Americans were represented to young 
Christian children, as nothing more than savages in need of a savior.

OCLC locates two copies of this title: the first, an 1847 Lane and Tippett edition at Drew University and the other, 
an 1850 Lane and Scott edition at the University of Florida. Lane and Tippett was the publisher and agent for the 
Methodist Episcopal Church Sunday-School Union from 1844 to 1848. They were succeeded by Lane and Scott in 
1848 (AAS guide to 19th century American Children’s Book Trade Directory). No copies located for sale. Scarce.

MONROE, James; CALHOUN, John C. [Caldwell]; McKENNEY, Tho. L. [Thomas Loraine]; United States 
Indian Trade Department. Message from the President of the United States, Transmitting (Pursuant to a 
resolution of the House of Representatives, of the 15th December last) a Statement of Expenditures and Receipts 
in the Indian Department; Also, the nature and extent of contracts entered into, and with whom, from the 2d of 
March, 1811, to the present period.

$250

Washington [D.C.]: [Publisher Not Identified], Printed by Gales & Seaton, 1821. 22x14.2cm: 10pp. + 1 foldout. 
Printed self-wrappers. Neatly bound with later binding tape at the spine. Stab holes along with remnants of glue 
residue at the fold lead us to believe that this congressional pamphlet was disbound from a larger volume, perhaps a 
Congressional Serial Set. Binding tape starting to separate from rear wrapper. Moderate browning to the leaves. 
Some chipping to the top right corner of each leaf. Minor closed tears along some edges. Large smoothed out crease 
and small tear at bottom left corner of foldout. Foldout does not freely open due to the way it was rebound. Very 
Good. Scarce.

The number [47] appears at the top of each leaf of this congressional pamphlet, which identifies it as House 
Document number 47, appearing in Volume 4 of the 2nd session of the 16th Congress, or Volume 51 of the later 
Congressional Serial Set. This document was intended to be received by the House of Representatives from the 
President of the United States and ordered to be printed by the House of Representatives of the 16th Congress. The 
pamphlet contains documents in reverse chronological order. It begins with a short message from President Monroe 
submitting to the House “a statement of expenditures and receipts in the Indian department.” The next page 
contains a message written by John C. Calhoun, Secretary of War, to the President of the United States where he 
“has the honor to transmit, herewith, a report of the Superintendent of Indian trade”. Following Calhoun’s short 
message is a slightly longer report by Thomas L. McKenney, Superintendent of Indian Trade, and later, co-author of 
the well-known illustrated book ‘History of the Indian Tribes of North America.’ McKenney, writing to Calhoun, 
provides a statement of expenditures and receipts in the Indian Department from April 1, 1811 through December 
31, 1820. The specific receipts and expenditures are presented in the foldout, or Abstract A as noted by McKenney. 
McKenney also provides Calhoun with a copy of a letter previously written to William H. Crawford, Secretary of 
the Treasury. In that letter, McKenney provides some context for “the nature and extent of the contracts entered 
into, and with whom.” and explains why contracts are seldom used when “providing the articles necessary for the 
supplies” needed by and supplied by Indians. 

Overall, a short but interesting glimpse into commerce between the United States Indian Trade Department and 
Native Americans, shortly before the department was reorganized by Calhoun into the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 
This congressional pamphlet is not listed in the govinfo.gov database. OCLC shows a few institutional holdings, 
although most seem to hold this work as an e-book or in microform.

NABOKOV, Peter (edited by). Native American Testimony: An Anthology of Indian and White Relations, First 
Encounter to Dispossession.

$35

New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1978. 23.5x16cm: 242pp. Stated First Edition. Black paper-covered boards quarter-
bound in red cloth with black lettering on the spine. A square and tight copy with slight bumping to spine ends. 
Remainder mark on bottom edge of text block. Dust jacket lightly soiled and rubbed, mostly along the folds. Small 
red stain along bottom edge of front panel. Fine in a Near Fine dust jacket.

In this work, Nabokov has assembled a rich and vivid collection of sources documenting the history of Native 
American and white relations as seen through Native American eyes. Illustrated with photographs, many of them 
rare, and with maps. This work, according to the author, presents an authentic, challenging picture of an important, 
tragic, and much misunderstood aspect of American history.

The Romance of Indian History, or Thrilling Incidents in the Early Settlements of America.

$85

New York: Kiggins & Kellogg, undated (c. 1856). 15.5x9.5cm: 24pp. Illustrated with nine woodcut engravings, 
including the image on the front wrapper, five of which are full page. Sewn yellow illustrated wrappers, without the 
typical chips or tears often found in these types of booklets. Minor soiling to wrappers, mostly to rear. Smoothed 
out crease to lower right corner of front wrapper. Pages lightly toned, yet clean. Binding tight. Neat gift inscription 
from a teacher to her student on the inside of front wrapper. Near Fine.

Kiggins & Kellogg published four juvenile series, each with twelve titles, called Redfield's Toy Books. This piece 
was the last one published in the series, being No. 12 of the Fourth Series. A complete list of all the books 
published across all four series is printed on the rear wrapper.

This booklet contains two stories, Kiodago and his Christian Wife and Adam Poe and Bigfoot, that explore the 
relationship between Frontiers people and Native Americans using the traditional superior – inferior approach. 
However, the stories do not portray the Native Americans as complete savages, which was typical with other 
publications from this period.

Students & Youth for a Peoples' Peace. May Day Poster.

$150

Washington D.C.: Students & Youth for a Peoples' Peace, [1971]. 56x42.5cm. Original poster in red, white, and 
black. Tiny nick and faint crease to top left corner. Tiny bump to lower right corner. Near Fine.

This poster features a well-known image of Sitting Bull with the quote If our people fight one tribe at a time, all 
will be killed. They can cut off our fingers one by one, but if we join together we will make a powerful fist. The 
poster was created for the 1971 May Day protests, a series of large-scale civil disobedience actions in Washington 
D.C. in protest against the Vietnam War. 

The Fine Print

All items are offered subject to prior sale. We guarantee the condition of each item as listed in the item description.
All items may be returned for any reason within 30 days of receipt for a full refund. Item(s) must be in the same

condition as originally shipped. Sender is responsible for return shipping costs. We accept all major credit cards.
Shipments to Pennsylvania residents will be charged 6% sales tax.

We ship books through the USPS. Purchases of $200 (net) or more include free domestic USPS Priority Mail
shipping. For purchases under $200 (net), the customer may choose USPS Media Mail ($5) or USPS Priority Mail
($10). Please note that some items may not qualify for Media Mail or may require additional shipping costs due to
size. Let us know if you prefer shipment by another carrier (i.e. UPS, FedEx), which will be billed at cost. Postage
for orders from outside the U.S. will be billed at cost. For international customers, any customs duties, taxes, VAT,

or other fees are the responsibility of the buyer.

Reciprocal courtesies extended to the trade.
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